
ANCHOR AT YOUR PLACE

your home,  
your feeling  
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SMART TABLE 
 

LORIENT is a table that perfectly senses 
what you need. Ever so simple to extend 
when guests come to visit. Easy to fold up so 
as to take up less space in everyday life. But 
no matter how big or small it may be,  it will 
always be the beating heart of your home. 
 

ANCHOR AT YOUR PLACE
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 ALWAYS PREPARED

You are probably all too familiar with 
the situation: the doorbell rings all 
of a sudden and an unexpected 
vis-itor is at your door. It’s ever so 
nice. Soon it gets a little late and 
every-one is getting peckish. Our 
solution: two integrated extensions 
of 50 cm each. You can easily de-
ploy one or two leaves, depending 
on the num-ber of guests. Has the 
pizza been ordered already?
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CUSTOMIZABLE

In addition to the dimensions, you 
choose the type of wood for the 
table- top, as well as one colour 
for the metal legs and the head 
and side frame. 

LORIENT T0100
100x240cm - E25 - A01

NEO C0452
bouclé beige - E25
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LORIENT T0100
100x200cm - E10 - A01

TORO C0110
mango cognac, genova cognac - E10
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STYLISHLY ROUNDED  
LORIENT briefly veers off the straight 
path with rounded corners and bevelled 
edges. Ideal for families with children 
who risk bumping into the corners of 
the table.

LORIENT T0100
100x200cm - E10 - A01

TORO C0110
mango cognac, genova cognac - E10
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KEEP IT SIMPLE

Just because you have invited 
friends over does not mean that 
they expect a four-course dinner as 
well. Just being together is just as 
important as what you serve on the 
table. So why spend hours sweating 
in the kitchen when you can also ex-
change cosy pizza points. And don’t 
forget: eating with your hands is 
allowed (so less washing up after-
wards)!
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LORIENT T0201
100x200/300cm - E26 - A21

ROB C0412
vera beige, bouclé silver - A21
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MODULAR DINING

LORIENT changes size according to your wishes. A sleek 
design and innovative technology highlight the modern 
look of this table.

LORIENT T0201
100x200/300cm - E26 - A21

ROB C0412
vera beige, bouclé silver - A21
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LORIENT T0201
100x200/300cm - E26 - A21

ROB C0412
vera beige - A21
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MINDFUL DINING 
Breakfast on the train, lunch at the 
computer, a TV dinner: we regu-
larly eat alone. It’s a shame, really, 
because eating together nurtures 
the most beautiful table talk and 
moments in life. Food is like glue. 
It connects us to each other on 
so many different levels. Because 
eating together adds an invisible  
ingredient to every meal: attention.
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LORIENT T0302
100x220/270/320cm - E11 - A01

COSY C0110
dries silver, bouclé silver - A01

COSY B0510
dries silver - A01

S/M/(X)L 
LORIENT comes in three variants: 
without extension leaf, with two 
separate extensions of 50 cm 
each, or with one large extension 
leaf of 100 cm. Small, medium or 
large: it’s up to you!
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FULL OF CONTRAST!

The straight metal legs can be cus-
tomized in different colours and they  
contrast beautifully with the tabletop in 
(rustic) oak, beech or walnut.LORIENT T0302

100x220/270/320cm - E11 - A01

COSY C0110
dries silver - A01
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LORIENT T0302
100x220/270/320cm - E11 - A01

COSY C0110
dries silver, bouclé silver - A01

COSY B0510
dries silver - A01

STRAIGHTFORWARD 
With its rectilinear design, LORI-
ENT is exactly what it should be: a
timeless table without too much 
fuss. This makes it a dreamed-of 
eye-catcher in a minimalist inte-
rior where 29 style and function 
take centre stage.
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GRUB’S UP!

A table is so much more than four 
legs and a top. It is the vibrant epi-
centre of your home. This is where 
it all happens: laughing, crying, play-
ing, eating, working ... But most of 
all, it is a place where you can be 
yourself, even if that is sometimes 
with a slice (of pizza).  
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T0100

90 x 160 / 180 CM
100 x 180 / 200 / 220 / 240 / 260 CM

T0201

90 x 160  260 CM
90 x 180  280 CM
100 x 180  280 CM
100 x 200  300 CM
100 x 220  320 CM
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T0302

90 x 160  210  260 CM
90 x 180  230  280 CM
100 x 180  230  280 CM
100 x 200  250  300 CM
100 x 220  270  320 CM
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*  Sizes and colours are approximate.
Mobitec Systems SA reserves the right to modify or update any product without prior notice.

COPYRIGHT
All Mobitec, names, photos, texts and other intellectual property used in this catalogue are the copyright of Mobitec.

Any infringement or abuse of our copyright will be pursued by law. Mobitec  always reserves the right to make changes or additions to the 
descriptions or features given in this brochure in the light of technical developments or availability of materials.

We are not responsible for variations in colour, or dimensions, as variations are possible whenever products are hand-made.
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